
Associação Salvé Instituto Luz e Vida

INFOPACK ECOHealing
Caring for the People and the Planet

Training Course 2022

Soajo, Portugal, 17th to 26th September  (plus travel days)

Hosting Partner Official link: Reflorestar.pt
https://www.facebook.com/reflorestarportugal

https://www.facebook.com/reflorestarportugal


PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

If you are receiving this information it means you have been selected to participate in the
training at Soajo, Portugal, from 17th to 26th September 2022 + Travel dates (on the 16th
and 27th September). This document contains all information you need to participate in
this training.

Information Sheet Index:

1. Scope/General information/ Host
2. Venue/Accommodation

3. Travel Information
4. What to bring

5. Program and Activities
6. Disclaimer

7. Confirmation and contribution

1. General Information

1.1 Scope

This training aims to connect our personal health and awareness with the health of the
ecosystems we inhabit, exploring personal and ecological solutions and to work as a
collective.

This training journey will go from micro to macro, from the individual, to the collective to
the planet dimensions.

This training aims to inspire all participants to apply the acquired knowledge and the
experiences in their daily life and professional activities, multiplying its impact in every
community you are coming from.



1.2 TIMELINE

- Arrival date: 16th of September 2022 from 2pm to 8pm
- Departure date: 27th of September 2022 during the day when transportation is

available (from 9am to 1pm will be the leaving hours).

Please respect these dates of arrival. If you need to come earlier or leave later, please send
us an email to reflorestarportugal@gmail.com

Nevertheless it is necessary that you attend the event from the beginning to the end, so
please arrange your travel accordingly. Only by respecting this your funds will be
available.

1.3 HOST

REFLORESTAR PORTUGAL

Reflorestar Portugal was born in 2017 to promote the regeneration of ecosystems and rural
communities. We have been developing our interventions on 2 main pillars: the regeneration
of ecosystems / soils and education / social impact.
With partners from north to south of the country, Reflorestar Portugal has trained
regenerative agents with the goal of multiplying and accelerating the restoration of degraded
areas, with a special focus on the recovery of soils, the water cycle and biodiversity.
Together with partners, we are developing hubs for research, teaching
and practical experience in the regenerative techniques we practice.
Successional Agroforestry, Accelerated Natural Regeneration, Agroecology, Syntropic
Agriculture and Permaculture are the technical pillars of the actions developed. We design
systems that respect the natural stratification of forest systems and the succession over
time, to generate a positive impact on the ecosystem in the long term, contributing to
exponentiate natural succession and ecological recovery in the intervention sites, always
having in consideration human needs and integration.
Every 2 years we organize a national convergence called “Gathering for the Forests”.

For more info about us Check our website at Reflorestar.pt



1.4 CONTACT DETAILS (Reflorestar Portugal team)

The very best is to contact us via mail: reflorestarportugal@gmail.com (we are checking it
daily).
Phone contact: Virginia: 00351914754816 (also whatsapp or Tgram)



1.5 FACILITATION

We will have a team of trainers from different backgrounds to facilitate this training and healing
journey connecting our inner ecology to the surrounding ecology.

Facilitators are all active members of ReflorestarPT, bringing hands-on experience to the group.

2. VENUE
Eco-project AgroEcológico do Soajo (at Soajo Village, close to Arcos de Valdevez) is based
in an organic family farm, started in 2013, with a group of friends with the dream to create a
sustainable community aligned with Nature. Since 2015, the young families have been
dedicated to create an agroecological space where practical experiences based on
Permaculture Principles are possible. Here you can walk the talk.

Since 2018 that Reflorestar Portugal has been developing at this place its north hub,
promoting syntropic farming research, organizing trainings and investing on the local
reforestation and Agroforestry development. On terraced land, where traditional agriculture
was practiced for centuries, growing monoculture crops such as corn and rye monocultures
was done in the past) we are creating Agroforestries, now containing different fruit trees,
shrubs, herbaceous plants and vegetable gardens.
Workshops are run here frequently and volunteers are following their learning path through
practical exploration and implementation of techniques and practices like ecobuilding,
permaculture design, natural farming, agroforestry, healthy nutrition, zero waste lifestyle,
renewable energy.

Want to know more? Check it on fb:

www.facebook.com/Projecto-Agroecológico-Do-Soajo



2.1 Food and Accommodation

a) Please bring your own tent, mattress,and all
items you need to sleep and your confort.

During your stay you will be sleeping in your tents
inside the forest. It is necessary that you bring a
flashlight and your own tent and outside sleeping
material.

Please bring what you need to be comfortably sleeping outdoors. In September nights can be cold.

b) Ecological Showers: hot shower hours are during the day for hot water, as water is warmed up
by the Sun.

c) Compost toilets and outdoor showers will serve our needs, and the forest provides many spaces
for daily activities.
As we try to live in balance with our surrounding ecosystem we are using water consciously. So
don't expect to shower every day.

d) Please bring plant based fully biodegradable toiletry (shampoo, soaps, toothpaste, sunscreen
etc.) so the water of the shower and the sink doesn’t harm nature. If you don't have any, we can
provide you with those items at prices ranging 3€ to 18€ (ask our team upon arrival).

e) We will be serving three main meals a day, breakfast, lunch and dinner. Food is simple,
vegetarian, mainly organic and as much as we can... supplied from our garden! If you have any
allergies or intolerances, please inform us about it by email, so we can plan accordingly.

f) Because we follow a healthy lifestyle getting in balance with our self and nature we don't allow
drinking alcohol on the project site and smoking is restricted to specific areas. It is our home and
sacred space.
g) Energy comes from solar panels so we have to be conscious about its use. There is cellular
network available at the place, but no wi-fi. We guarantee you though there is plenty of connection
with beautiful mountains and water!

It is important for us to know that you agree in spending so many days in such a simple basic
way of life.



2.2 Average Soajo Weather in September

The average temperature in Soajo in September for a typical day ranges from a high of 26°C and a

low of 13°C. In September, Soajo is moderately humid with an average amount of 61% (relative

humidity), which could be described as humid but cool. In Soajo in September, there's a 13%

chance of rain on an average day. And on the average day it rains or snows, we get 0.01 in (0.1

mm) of precipitation. In more common terms of how much that is, some would describe it as not

rainy at all.

Nights can be chilly, bring warm clothes just in case! And come prepared if we have a couple
days cloudy or rainy!

3. Travel Information

GPS Location where course is taking place: 41.890211, -8.258513

YOUR FINAL DESTINATION IS AT Branda da Murça at Soajo Village, Arcos de Valdevez
Municipality

Closest Airports:
- Porto Airport, Pedras Rubras - 100 km from Arcos de Valdevez (118 km from Soajo)
- Lisbon Airport - 402 km from Arcos de Valdevez (420 km from Soajo)

How to get to Arcos de Valdevez
You can check the BUS companies for schedule and updated prices here:
http://www.rede-expressos.pt/ (it operates RENEX)

or the one that operates from the airport: www.barquense.com

FROM PORTO

By BUS (recommended):
Porto AIRPORT from Monday to Friday: departs at 08h50 (arrives at 11am)
departs at 11am (arrives at 12h55)

(Bus company name is Barquense operating directly from airport to Arcos de Valdevez)

(find the BUS at taxi place on ARRIVALS; Trip duration: 1h30; Price €12)

Tickets Online and Info: www.barquense.com or at info@barquense.com

https://wanderlog.com/tp/22693/soajo-trip-planner
https://wanderlog.com/tp/22693/soajo-trip-planner


Downtown Porto at 14h and 20h30 (Address: Campo 24 de Agosto 125. There is METRO
from Airport to this location for about €2,5); (Operating company is Renex: Bus to Arcos de
Valdevez (arrives at Arcos de Valdevez at 16h and 22h30; Price €5). Please arrive at 16h, we
cannot pick you up at 22h30!!

By TRAIN:

12h46, 12h50, 13:50 - Train Station: Porto Campanhã CP: Train line to Braga
(12h46 Intercidades nº15225; price €11,70; arrives to Braga at 13h25)

(12h50 Urbano nº15223; price €3,10; arrives to Braga at 13h56)
(13h50 Urbano nº15225; price €3,10; arrives to Braga at 14h56)

ATTENTION: If coming by train you will have to change into a BUS at BRAGA city.

At Braga, get the BUS connection to Arcos de Valdevez

Schedules: 14h15, 16h00 -AT BRAGA GET THE BUS AT BUS STATION (Estação rodoviária)
(it’s a 20 min walk from train station to bus station, 5 min by taxi/uber). Company operating:
Salvador Transportes: (trip duration: 1h; Price €5).

FROM LISBON:
11h00 - Catch BUS at Bus Station Estação do Oriente
Company: Renex: BUS to Arcos de Valdevez
Reservations: 218 940 889 (get your reserved ticket until 10h30 in front of lines
46/47/48) (arrives to Arcos de Valdevez at 16h30; Price €21,50)

09h30 - Train Station Santa Apolónia
CP: Train to Braga
(Intercidades nº721, departs at 09h30, arrives to Braga at 13h25; price €25,80)
(From Braga follow previous instructions see at From Porto)

Once in Arcos de Valdevez, there is a bus going to Soajo Village twice a day by AVIC Company
or Salvador Company. If you want to continue to Soajo, at Bus station ask for the buses.

- Departs Arcos de Valdevez at 12:20 PM ARRIVES Soajo at 1:15 PM (45 min) Departs Arcos
de Valdevez at 1pm Arrives Soajo at 1h35 PM

- Departs from Arcos de Valdevez at 5h50PM ARRIVES Soajo at 6:25 PM (55 min) We can pick
you up in Soajo at this time, its 7 min drive to our Venue Location.

PLEASE CONFIRM PRICES and TIMETABLES ONLINE, the info on this document is for your
reference only as you are responsible to arrange your travel.



While preparing your travel keep in mind:

● Since we need your original tickets to reimburse you (way back included) please
book online as much as possible so that we can have pdf original copies of your
ticket. When booking online is not possible please buy your ticket at the box office and
make sure to have a receipt with this information: your name; the starting and finishing
place of the journey; the date of the journey and the price of the ticket. When the ticket
is booked online please bring two printed copies (one for you and one for us)! The group
leader of each country will collect all the tickets and provide us a file with the travel
journey and the costs of each ticket.

We can’t reimburse travels without tickets in original copy or pdf

● Your final destination will be the bus stop in the center of Arcos de Valdevez, where we
will pick you up from. Please tell us your arrival time and travel details via email. We will try
to get groups of participants for pick up since the driving is more than 20min. Please keep
in mind that you might have to wait a while for us to pick you up. If you arrive at Soajo we
can pick you up quicker.

● Your travel can last a few days longer than one day (maximum 2 to 3 days only) but you
HAVE TO BE HERE the day the course starts! And when you travel on more days, or you
come here earlier, due to cheaper tickets etc. you have to justify why you traveled more
days, or on another day then the travel day.

*TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT
Travel costs will be covered up to the maximum written further down. Your travel budget
depends on the distance you have to travel in order to get to the training. Please remember
to keep all the original travel tickets and give them to your Group Leader, who will reimburse
you when back at home - and no later than one month after the training course.

Travel Refund up to (these are the maximum values that will be reimbursed):

-  180€ for Portugal
- 275€ for Spain and the Netherlands
- 360€ for Italy, Greece, Lithuania, Estonia, Slovenia

Our Venue on the map: 41.890211, -8.258513

The participants have to travel from and to the countries above, otherwise they can’t be



accepted as co-funded by the EU.

You should travel to Arcos de Valdevez on the arrival day (16th September) and leave on the
27th of September (departure day), otherwise we can’t refund the travel costs. It’s not
possible to participate as a co-funded participant if you don’t participate in the whole
training.

4. What to Bring

● TENT
● SLEEPING BAG
● Air or fitness or camping MATTRESS and pillow (or/and anything you need for being

comfortable sleeping on the ground in a tepee)
● notebook, pen
● own stationary (any kind of colors: like pencils, water -colors, wax colors..

Your favorite stuff for making art!)
● towel for shower
● water bottle and glass
● Clothes that can get dirty (comfortable and practical clothes and boots, prepare to be
working outside and put your hands in the soil);

● Reusable and washable face masks and gloves (for Covid-19 preventive measures)
● Swimsuit and towel (if you are interested in tank, natural pools or river swims) ●
Hat (to protect against the sun)
● Flash lights
● Raincoat and warm clothes (the weather can quickly change)
● Comfortable shoes and clothes for outdoor, walking and being outside
● Camera with cable to share pictures
● Ecological and biodegradable shampoo, toothpaste and soap, suitable for the internal

sewage system (if you don’t have such, don’t worry, we can provide hygiene products
that are both ecological and biodegradable - 4€/toothpaste, 3€/soap i.e).

● Your special needs, like tobacco, medication, etc (the nearest small shop is 3
kilometers walk).

● Bring any material you need to implement the activities you want to share during the
course, musical instruments, some games, dances, songs and stories to share…



5.PROGRAM & ACTIVITIES

The training will cover the following topics and be enriched by theoretical and practical
activities as well as reflection and sharing sessions focused on:

● The individual:  The relation of our health with the health of our soils

Yoga, Tai Chi Chuan, Meditation, Self-Awareness, Chinese Medicine, Nutrition,
Phytotherapy, Natural Cosmetics.

● The Collective: We are the Ones we’ve been waiting for

Activities of team building, group decisions, group sharings, community build such as
Dragon Dreaming, Sociocracy and Non-Violent Communication.

● The Ecosystem: Ecological Restoration

Activities related to environmental regeneration, using in particular Permaculture,
Agroforestry and Reforestation

6. DISCLAIMER
6.1 Health Insurance
We ask you to apply for the European Health Insurance Card. Check with your sending
organization for further information.

6.2 Public Health constraints
The recent Public Health situation might influence the national decisions of imposing emergency
provisions that could affect the dates of the Erasmus+ mobility, by postponing them. Should this
occur, our organization will closely monitor the decisions of the national government and the
guidelines provided by the National Agency and decide with the other partner organizations to
reschedule on different dates the mobility.

Additionally, we ask all our participants to be aware of the EU guidelines on any prevention
measures to adopt during this period. Any procedures in order to travel is of the participant's
responsibility to care for and be informed about. If you need to take a test in order to fly, please
buy your flights in accordance with that, so you have time for the procedure after the training has
ended. It is not possible to leave the training for that before its conclusion, as there are no nearby
facilities to take a test.



7. Confirmation and Contribution

- If you are receiving this information pack it means that you have already confirmed
your participation with us.

- To finalize confirmation though, you have to send us your travel tickets before the 7th
of September at the latest!

- Please inform us about your arrival time via email. If any changes please keep us
updated through email or on our mobile phones as provided. Thank you!

- The Association Salve (Reflorestar Portugal) is the organizer of this Erasmus+ Mobility
of youth workers and has applied for funds therefore the course is co-funded by the
European Union. This money covers food & facilities, travel costs, teaching fees and
the work of our cooks.

- For participating in this course we ask for a contribution of 150€ per participant to
support other costs for the training.

Thank you!

Acknowledgement of receipt and understanding of the conditions on this Info Sheet

for participating in the ECOHealing training in September 2022, Portugal.

FULL NAME ___________________________

SIGNATURE ____________________________

DATE AND PLACE _______________________

Please sign this document and send it to the Association that invited you or directly to us
at our email. To participate you have to send us this infopack signed by you.

The mountains at Soajo and the Reflorestar Portugal team are looking
forward to receiving you!

FOR MORE INFO:

instagram.com/reflorestarportugal facebook.com/ReflorestarPortugal

reflorestarportugal@gmail.com                                                          patreon.com/ReflorestarPortugal

https://www.instagram.com/reflorestarportugal

